Ethan's Iogbook

6/03/2015
We were thinking about what project I should do for the young scientist competition and Mum and Dad
were looking at #The dress on the internet. Mum sees the dress as white and gold, Dad sees the dress as
white and gold, but I see the dress as blue and black (this is the real colour of the dress!)

We decided to investigate whether we could produce a similar “optical illusion” with other colours. We
think this will be a good project because Mum teaches physics so she has some equipment and lights
we can use and Dad did his PhD in image processing so knows something about how camera sensors
and our eyes detect colours differently.

7/03/2015
We used LED lights to show that red, blue and green light mixes to give white.
We also showed that if you mix two colours you get:
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I liked looking at the colours on my lego boxes – the minifigures faces looked brown in blue light.

8/03/2015
•

Dad taught me light is a wave

•

I built a stripy piece of lego. We are going to use lego bricks because they come in standard
colours. This means that other people could copy the experiment and check our results. I also
really like lego!

•

We will test what colour each of the lego colours looks like under different coloured light
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It is interesting that I always see the white lego as white, even when it is lit up with different coloured
light.
We also took photos of the lego strip using my Dad's Sony Experia phone camera to compare the
colours the camera records with what I saw.

My lego strip with red, green and blue LED light on it:

The colours in order are blue, white, black, brown, yellow, green, red and grey.
We also took a photo under incandescent light from an IEC light box:

Red LED light:

Green:

Blue:

Cyan:

Magenta:

18/03/2015
Today I took in the LED lights to school and the class really enjoyed making coloured shadows.

Tonight we also looked on the internet to research what scientists think about why some people see the
dress differently to other people.
We looked at:
http://www.wired.com/2015/02/science-one-agrees-color-dress/

The author, Adam Rogers, quoted a neuroscientist (someone who studies the brain) Jay Neitz as saying
that “Our visual system is supposed to throw away information about the illuminant
and extract information about the actual reflectance, “
My understanding of this is that our eye throws away information about the colour of the light and
keeps information about what colour the object really is.

From: http://www.wired.com/2015/02/science-one-agrees-color-dress/ accessed on 18/03/2015

From: http://www.wired.com/2015/02/science-one-agrees-color-dress/ accessed on 18/03/2015

19th April 2015
We made a cardboard box to put a lego scene in so that you can look in and it's different colours when
you have different coloured light. We didn't get time to do anything else.

29th April 2015
We are learning about the senses in class this term. For my talk this week I made a poster about how
the eye works.

We were going to put a copy in my logbook, but it was put up on the classroom wall and then we didn't
end up getting it back.

8th May 2015
I was home from school today with a cold and Tristan (my brother) was at pre-school, so Mum and I
decided to work on my project for the day.
We used a round fish tank (vase) and some white plastic and some black foam with a hole in it to try to
make a model of the human eye. We blue-tacked the white plastic inside the bowl to be the retina and
blue-tacked the black foam with the hole to the front to be the pupil of the eye. We used the LED lights
so that there was a line of blue lights above a line of red lights. To make the lens we first used some
glass lenses that Mum had.
First we tried a thin lens that magnified things a little bit (the packet said double convex 30cm focal
length) but that didn't focus the light.

Then we tried a thicker lens that magnified things a lot (the packet said double convex 10cm) and this
was able to focus the light.
I saw that the blue line of LEDs that was on the top on the light was on the bottom of the screen and the
red line of LEDs that was on the bottom on the light was on the top on the screen. The picture had been
flipped upside down!
I also tried a thick lens that made things smaller (the packet said “double concave”) and it made the
focus worse.
I had fun looking at what the lenses did to the writing on the screen as we typed up what we did.

Mum suggested that we try to make a lens we can change the shape of so that it could do what the lens
in our eye does when we look at close things and far away things. She thought we might be able to
make one out of a plastic bag with the sides melted together in a circle. She was thinking of heating up
a metal circle to press on the bag, but I suggested using the old soldering iron that I have seen Dad use
to try to fix plastic toys. Mum thought this was a good idea so we tried that.

First we drew a circle on a zip-lock bag and Mum then used the soldering iron to cut it out. She tried to
seal the edges together, but... it was very leaky

We tried using it as a lens but it didn't focus the light. We thought it might work if it was smaller, so we
tried that.

That didn't work very well either, and it was still leaky!
We thought an expanding polymer sphere might work, so we put some in water to expand over the next
few days.

I still had some time, so I worked on making a lego scene to put in my box. I decided to make a farm
scene with my brother Tristan's lego crane as some rusty farm equipment. It is also yellow, and we have
previously found that yellow lego turns interesting colours under the different coloured lights.

14th May 2015
For my free choice class talk this week I took in the model of the eye that I had made with Mum. I
showed my class that the lens in your eye flips the image upside down on the back of the eye but your
brain turns it right way up again.

I handed out the giant expanding spheres to the class so they could hold them up to the light to see
things upside down.

We also had time for a couple of students to use goggles that flip what you see upside down.

When people wear them they reach in the wrong direction to touch things.

The class thought it was very funny.

24th July 2015
We haven't worked on the project for a while, but today we looked at a scientific paper on the dress:
“striking individual differences in color perception uncovered by “the dress” photograph” in “Current
Biology” magazine

The main result in this paper was that older people are more likely to see the dress as white and gold
(as shown in the graph on the right below). The scientists tried to explain their results by saying that the
people who see white and gold are more likely to be guessing that the light is bluish, as that probably
these people spend more time in daylight (which is bluish) than people who see blue and black.
They thought it might make sense that older people are more likely to see white and gold as they tend
to spend more time in daylight and less time in artificial light than younger adults.

We decided to test the scientists results with children as they had only tested adults. We would also test
some adults to see if we could reproduce their results with adults.
My hypothesis about what would happen was that I thought children would see mostly blue and black,
as this would fit with the graph in their paper.
We also decided to ask our participants if they could tell us what colour lego they saw when they
looked at white and coloured lego under coloured light.
I hypothesise that people who see white and gold will be more likely to see white lego as white under
coloured light.

Friday 31st July 2015
This morning we went to see the principal of my school, Mr. Hinton, to discuss how we could survey
the students and staff about what colour they see the dress to be, as well as what colour they see objects
in a box with a coloured light shining on them to be.
Mr Hinton suggested that he would arrange for a group of students from each class to come and tell us
what they saw so that we could get a range of age groups. We decided to do this on Thursday 13th
August so he would have time to put a notice in the newsletter to tell parents about the survey.

Saturday 1st August 2015
I started to get ready for my survey by painting the inside of some boxes black with my brother Tristan

Sunday 2nd August 2015
Today I made a board of lego colours so participants could pick which colour lego they see when they
look in the boxes.

I also picked which colours of lego I would put in each box. I tried a few different colours under red,
green and blue light and decided to put a white and mid-blue piece in the box with blue light, a green
and white piece in the box with green light and a yellow and white piece in the box with red light, as
the yellow looked more similar to the white than a red piece did.
We then randomly chose which side the white piece was on. For the 1st box with the red light and the
2nd box with the green light the white was on the right and the coloured piece on the left, but in the 3rd
box with the blue light the white piece was on the left.

This is what the colours looked like with the lights turned on

We then sealed up the boxes so participants couldn't see inside except through the “peep holes”

Mum and I made up a survey sheet (below) we could use in the survey. We discussed what questions to
ask. We didn't want to ask too much as we knew students wouldn't have much time. We made sure that
it didn't have a place for students' names so the data would be confidential (no one would know which
person said what).
We also decided to ask the question about the colour of the dress in exactly the same way that the
scientists asked their participants – so that our results could be compared to theirs fairly.
We also made sure the picture we would show them was the same size and was viewed on a computer
screen – just like the scientists' survey.

Survey form
My Age:

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
15-19

20-29

30-39 40-49

50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89

My Gender:

☐

☐

Male

Female

Please look at the picture and fill in a colour in the two blank spaces below:
“This is a ____________________ and ____________________ dress”

I have seen a picture of this dress previously:

☐
Yes

☐
No

Please look in each box and tell us what colour the light is and what
colour you think the left and right lego pieces are

Box 1
What colour is the light in the box?______________________________
Colour of left lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Colour of right lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Box 2
What colour is the light in the box?______________________________
Colour of left lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Colour of right lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Box 3
What colour is the light in the box?______________________________
Colour of left lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Colour of right lego piece:
(Choose a number from the board)

☐

Thursday 13th August 2015
Some of the school prefects helped us organise a group of 5 randomly chosen students from each class
to come and take our survey. We also asked some teachers to take the survey but it was too difficult to
organise the teachers to come to look at the boxes so we just got them to tell us what colour they saw
the dress to be.
We meant to take some pictures, but we were very busy!

Friday 14th August 2015
We started our data analysis by going through the answers participants gave. We found that about half
of them had seen the dress before. Just like in the scientists' paper, most of our participants saw blue
and black. Many of the remainder saw white and gold, a few saw blue and brown a few saw blue and
green, and then some people saw a variety of other colours such as white and silver.
So we made categories for each of these colours.
There were a few people who saw purple and black – we included these in the blue/black group.
There were a few people who saw white and brown – we included these in the white/gold group.
There were a few people who saw blue and gold – we included these in the blue/brown group.
Finally, there were 6 people who all saw different colours to all other participants (silver and white,
black and gold, brown and black, grey and blue and blue and white). We made a category called
“Other” for these participants.
Mum and I made a “tally sheet” to record the age and gender of participants who chose each of the
colour categories we had made as shown on the next page.
Mum made the tally while I handed her the sheets and checked she had put the tally in the right box – it
was easy to make mistakes!
Mum also sent an email to one of the scientists who wrote the paper, Bevil Conway, asking if it would
be OK with him if we put his data in our report.
He emailed back to say it was OK with him, but we should ask Current Biology magazine as well.
Mum decided we will do this later if there is any need for my report to be actually published.

Monday 17th August 2015
My teacher Ms Lum let me survey my whole class today as well, so we had a bit more data and needed
to update the tally sheet (below).

We now have 98 students, which should be enough.

Tuesday 18th August 2015
Data analysis
We first made the table below to check my hypothesis that gender wouldn't matter
Males
Females
Blue/Black

32

30

White/Gold

13

11

Blue/Brown

6

14

Blue/Green

2

3

Other

2

5

We saw that the number of males and females who chose blue and black or white and gold was almost
the same. For Blue and Brown there appeared to be some difference – almost twice as many females as
males picked this. Overall the data supports my hypothesis that gender doesn't seem to matter.
We then added up how many children in total saw the dress as each of the colours and made a graph
using the program OpenOffice Calc. We talked about how to turn each number into a percentage by
dividing the number in each category by the total number of children (98).
I chose a '3D' column graph to display the results.

50% is half, so more than half of the children we surveyed thought the dress was blue and black.
Slightly more thought it was blue and brown then thought it was white and gold.

The results for adults are shown below:

We can see that a much larger percentage of adults see the dress as white and gold compared to
children. It is interesting that no adults at all saw the dress as blue and green.

Wednesday 19th August 2015
We also needed to make a tally sheet for the lego colours students saw when they looked in the boxes.
Almost every single student correctly named the colour of the light shining in each box, so we know
that participants knew what colour light was on the lego.
Working out what to measure for the lego colours was much harder though as there were so many
different answers.
Mum and Dad and I discussed the different things we could try to measure.
Students weren't very good at telling whether a piece was white or not, many said both pieces were the
same colour as the light. Some students said both pieces were white. There didn't seem to be a lot of
difference between the three boxes with different coloured lights so we decided to combine this data.
In the end we decided to not worry about exactly what colour the students had picked, but instead to
measure whether they thought the lego was white or not. We made up a tally sheet for this (next page).
Mum made the tallies while I passed her the sheets and checked what she wrote.
Mum and I then made a graph of how likely participants from each group were to decide the lego was
“white”. We used the data from both the white and coloured lego pieces together for this as what we
wanted to measure was how likely a person's brain was to subtract the colour of the light from an
object.

40% is twice as big as 20% so this means that children who saw the lego as white and gold or blue and
brown were about twice as likely to see a lego piece as white. This means that their brains are probably
taking away the colour of the light.

Thursday 20th August 2015
Today Mum helped me finish writing up my report ready to hand in tomorrow.

